
Them Dukes Them Dukes: Journey into the
Iconic TV Show that Defined an Era

Them Dukes Them Dukes - a phrase that became a household name, and a
series that left an indelible mark on television history. This long-tail clickbait title
takes us back to the late 1970s, introducing us to the Duke family, the charming
yet mischievous "good ol' boys" from Hazzard County.
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The Birth of Them Dukes Them Dukes

Created by Gy Waldron, Them Dukes Them Dukes premiered on January 26,
1979, on CBS. The show was initially titled "The Dukes of Hazzard," but the
catchy theme song's repeated line quickly turned into its popular name. The
series followed the adventures of cousins Bo and Luke Duke, played by John
Schneider and Tom Wopat, respectively, as they fought against the corrupt Boss
Hogg and his bumbling sidekick, Sheriff Rosco P. Coltrane.
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The Iconic Car: The General Lee

One of the most memorable aspects of Them Dukes Them Dukes was their
iconic car, the General Lee. It was a 1969 Dodge Charger, painted bright orange
with the Confederate flag proudly displayed on the roof. The General Lee became
a pop-culture phenomenon and is often regarded as one of the most recognizable
cars in television history. The car starred in countless wild and jaw-dropping
stunts, making it as integral to the show as the characters themselves.
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The Characters that Stole our Hearts

The Duke family was not complete without the heartwarming characters that
surrounded them. Daisy Duke, portrayed by Catherine Bach, became an instant
sex symbol with her iconic cutoff shorts. The Dukes' uncle, Jesse Duke, was
played by Denver Pyle, a wise and respected figure who often provided crucial
advice to his nephews. The quirky mechanic, Cooter Davenport, played by Ben
Jones, added comic relief to the show with his adventures and shenanigans.

Controversy and Legacy

While Them Dukes Them Dukes enjoyed immense popularity during its six-
season run, it also faced criticism for its use of the Confederate flag on the
General Lee. Many argued that it perpetuated racist stereotypes, which led to a
decline in popularity in later years. However, the show's legacy remains strong,
influencing a generation of viewers and inspiring spin-offs, movies, and even a
theme park ride.

The Lasting Impact of Them Dukes Them Dukes

Them Dukes Them Dukes was more than just a show – it was a cultural
phenomenon. It had a profound impact on popular culture, inspiring countless
fans to don cowboy hats and boots, while clinging to the thrill that Hazzard
County offered. It gave birth to memorable catchphrases, unforgettable car
chases, and a sense of camaraderie among viewers.

Them Dukes Them Dukes will forever be remembered as a timeless classic, an
embodiment of the spirit of adventure, family, and friendship. Its endearing
characters, thrilling car chases, and powerful messages continue to captivate
audiences, making it a show that will remain etched in our hearts. As we look
back, we can't help but hum the iconic theme song and reminisce about the good
ol' days in Hazzard County.
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What's the name of Boss Hogg's twin brother? In which two episodes did Audrey
Landers appear? And just how many Duke cousins ARE there? The classic
1980s TV action-adventure show 'The Dukes of Hazzard' thrilled millions of fans
over seven seasons on CBS. Now you can have all the fun 'Dukes' facts at your
fingertips with this definitive reference guide, THEM DUKES! THEM DUKES!

The third volume of the BRBTV reference guide series, THEM DUKES! THEM
DUKES! is jam-packed with great features: comprehensive cast list, character
guide showing how everybody relates, detailed episode guide, full credits to the
show, a nicely illustrated guide to the merchandise associated with the show,
official websites and birthdays of the show's stars, a photo tour of the original
Georgia filming sites, and much more:
- Interviews with Byron Cherry, Christopher Mayer, Don Pedro Colley, and others
involved in making the series
- A huge section covering some of the many “Dukes” events over the years, with
a mountain of added photos – in color in the Kindle edition!
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- Big episode guide, actor bio information, and merchandise guide, as well as
added features such as the Hazzard County Business Directory and an expanded
“Meet Some Lees” section

BRBTV has been a solid source of information on classic 1980s TV shows like
“The Dukes of Hazzard” since 1998. You can learn more about the author and her
other fun-fact reference guides, which focus on "Dallas," "Dynasty," "Wonder
Woman" and "The Secrets of Isis," at BRBTV.com. Also check out the BRBTV
Reports in Kindle format on Amazon, quick and snappy feature stories and
episode guides for beloved classic animated shows.
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